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Abstract 

Models for predicting plasma performance in compact ignition experiments 

are constructed on the basis of theoretical and empirical constraints and data 

from tokamak experiments. Emphasis is placed on finding transport and 

confinement models which reproduce results of both ohmically and auxiliary 

heated tokamak data. Illustrations of the application of the models to a 

compact ignition designs are given. 
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1. Introduction 

The compact tokamak ignition experiments described here are designed to 

explore the physics of plasmas sustained by a-heating in a cost-effective 

manner. This is most economically done by choosing small, high-field, copper 

coil devices whose engineering designs will be discussed in detail at the 

Eleventh IEEE Symposium on Fusion Engineering. Here we examine the physic3 

basis of these designs, with only a few examples to illustrate the engineering 

implications. More detailed examples of the consequences of some of the 

physics assumptions described here are given elsewhere (Houlberg, 1985]. 

Experience with existing tokamaks has identified four major physics 

constraints on design of new experiments. The first constraint is the 

"Troyon" empirical limit on the pressure ratio S = 2 vJllby of 8» S 
CB IMA^ am BT'' p n e r e ca = 3.0-3.5 (Neilson, 1984], P is the particle pressure. 

B~/(2u ) is the pressure of the toroidal magnetic field, I is the toroidal 

plasma current, and a is the half-width of the plasma in the toroidal roidplane 

(cf. Fig. 1). (In this paper SI units are used except where otherwise 

indicated by obvious mnemonic subscripts.) This limit is thought to be 

imposed by a combination of current-driven and pressure-driven 

magnetohydrodynamic instabilities. While the highly conducting shell close to 

the plasma in the designs discussed below may stabilize the relevant 

instabilities, this topic has not been examined in detail. He shall therefore 

adopt this constraint as a design limit in the work presented he<-e. It is 

observed in experiments that plasma disruptions occur more frequently as the 

Troyon limit is approached. This has lead some to suggest the conservative 

criterion of Sg £ 3.0 ly^J'(amBT) as a design criterion [Furth et £l., 1985]. 

A limit on the toroidal current is imposed by the various ways the plasma 

column can reduce its magnetic energy by current-driven "kink modes.1'' The 
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safety margin against these kink modes is related to the factor q = di|i/dx 

where ip is the toroidal magnetic flux (through a. surface of constant poloidal 

magnetic flux, the upper h3lves of which are shown in fig. 1), and x is the 

poloidal magnetic flux through a surface in the toroidal midplane bounded by 

the magnetic axis and the magnetic flux surface. Assuming that the increase 

in plasma triangularity is a constant small fraction of that ; > the elongation 

[cf. formulas in Uckan and Sheffield, 1985], a reasonable approximation to 

this "safety factor" is given by [Ohyabu e_t al., 1985] 

q* = q c y l(l + 1-5 a 2/R 2]K 1 / 2, (1.1) 

where 

2 ™ \ (1 • K 2) 
qcyl W0IR 2 ' 

and K is the ratio of the maximum height to width of the poloidal cross 

section. The minimum attainable value of q is a measure of the maximum 

toroidal plasma current at a given toroidal magnetic field, B-. In 

experiments with a highly conducting shell within 20% of the plasma minor 

radius away from the plasma, stable operation was achieved in the DIVA tolcamak 

at q c vi * 2.2 and 1.3 < q ^ < 1.7 with very modest degradation in plasma 

energy confinement. This could be done whether the plasma wa* bounded by a 

material limiter or a magnetic divertor. Since designs such as those shown in 

Fig. 1 have an even closer fitting, highly conducting shell, it may be 

possible to operate them at very low values of q. However, there is no well-

documented operational experience in this mode at high values of 8. He have 

therefore limited ourselves in this paper co an example with q * 2.6. Longer 
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plasma discharge pulses may be possible at full toroidal current and reduced 

toroidal field with q t 2.4 « 1 c vi =» 1-5, but we have not yet explored these 

options. 

A third design constraint is determined by the need for axisymmetric 

vertical stability of the plasma column. This problem is made more severe by 

increasing the plasma elongation K. As there is extensive operating 

experience with elongation up to K = 1.6, we have adopted this elongation for 

the studies described below. 

The final design constraint considered here is the plasma energy 

confinement time, Tg. The energy confinement time is of critical importance 

to the design of a compact ignition experiment because it places a lower limit 

on the size, auxiliary heating power, and total cost. The machine design 

parameters described below were based on some very rough upper limits on t p 

[Reiersen, 1985; Furth, 1985]. These limits were not intended to describe the 

actual data base in a systematic way and do not do so. It is therefore 

important to define formulas for T E which do describe existing date, and to 

understand under what circumstances such formulas can be extrapolated to 

predict plasma performance in a future machine. It is also highly desirable 

to define models which can be used to describe the transport of plasma across 

magnetic flux surfaces. Computational models of the transport averaged over a 

magnetic flux surface are valuable for producing detailed plasma operation 

scenarios. The plasma parameter-profiles from such simulations can also be 

examined for the presence of instabilities which might make the proposed 

operation made unobtainable. 

Compact ignition experiments may have substantial contributions from.both 

ohmic and auxiliary heating. It is therefore necessary to have a unified 

description of plasma transport and energy confinement for both types of 
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heating. Thera are at least two approaches in the literature with relevant 

proposals for such unified models. A semiempirical model of local transport 

added thermal diffusivitier constrained by separate global energy confinement 

scalings from ohmic- and beam-heated plasmas [Singer, 1983; Singer e_t al., 

1985]. Goldston used a related approach for global confinement scaling, but 

noted chat adding the confinement times as a haraonic mean (compatible with 

Singer's approach), did not give an optimal fit to the data [Golaston et_ al., 

1984]. Despite the similarity between these approaches, there is therefore 

not yet adequate consistency between local and global approaches to unified 

energy confinement models, .fore importantly, both these approaches and other 

more restricted models for auxiliary heating used inappropriate variables in 

their global confinement scaling. This will become clear from the following 

local transport analysis, which also will suggest a method for constructing 

improved global confinement scalings. 

2. Benchmark Transport Model 

To illustrate the experimental calibration of local transport models, we 

use a "benchmark" model. Ue also describe a simple modification of this model 

designed to give a better unified fit to ohmic and auxiliary heating data. 

The benchmark transport model described here was originally defined for the 

purpose of comparing simulations of the same compact ignition experiment 

parameters using different transport codes. Despite its limited original 

purpose, this model has also been useful in generating insight into processes 

determining energy confinement in a variety of experiments. It is therefore 

worth describing the construction and experimental calibration of this model 

in some detail. 
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2.1. Construction of the benchmark model 

Construction of the benchmark transport model was guided by the criteria 

(Singer, 19S4J that it should be (1) comprehensive, (2) compatible with the 

experimental data, (3) =asy to implement in predictive simulations, (4) 

theoretically defensible, and (5) extrapolatable. Comprehensive models must 

describe the transport of electron energy, ion energy, particles, and poloidal 

magnetic flux. The effect of sawtooth oscillations is known to be important 

and should also be included. for compatibility with experimental data, the 

model should at least contain no qualitatively obvious discrepancies with 

known confinement data. It will also have at least one adjustable parameter 

to be calibrated against the experimental data base. for ease of 

implementation the transport must be averaged over magnetic flux surfaces (cf. 

Fig. 1}. The transport coefficients must be easily described and understood 

functions of plasma parameters. 

In constructing the benchmark model, the rather vague criterion of 

theoretical defensibility was interpreted in the following ways. First, a 

larp-e class of theories of effects of thermal plasma forces on transport obey 

the quasineutrality constraint [Kadomtsev, 1975; Connor and Taylor, 1977]. 

This constraint can beat be understood by rewriting the dependence of 

transport coefficients on four independently variable dimensional parameters 

(such as major radius 8., toroidal magnetic field B, temperature T, and 

electron density n) in terms of a set of four dimensionless parameters such as 

the number of gyroradii S = e R^ pLarmor' P r e s 3 u r e ratio 6, collisionality 

va*, and number of Debye lengths \~* = e R/*n eK v e' The quasineutrality 

constraint demands that the normalized diffusivities x/(v|-uP) = x(X »« i, 
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5 '',Ij/T ,6,(i...) should be independent of the Debye parameter, \ *•. Here it 

suffices to note that a formula which includes four dimensional parameters in 

one (or more) power law contributions of the form 

X = n MR rT tB bF(T i/T e,e,q...) , (2.1.X) 

leads to a quasineutrality constraint on the density scaling exponent of 

N = (4r - 2t - 5b - 3)/8 . (2.1.2) 

A second theoretical constraint used in constructing the benchmark model is 

that plasma transport coefficients should depend only on radially locil flux-

surface-averaged plasma parameters. The only exception to this constraint is 

when a specifically postulated large scale MHD activity leads to nonlocal 

effects which cannot be adequately described as an averaged property dependent 

on local parameters. A final theoretical constraint was that neoclassical 

scaling should only be empirically modified within the presently identified 

*The result that the normalized diffusivity, x depends only on X,v *, 6, and S 
follows from the proper!:: es of the Fokker-Planck equation under the following 
assumptions: T = T = Tj with fixed plasma composition and no signficant 
nonthermal particle populations; fixed geometric parameters such as inverse 
aspect ratio E, safety factor q, etc., and fixed plasma profile shapes. When 
these conditions do not hold, x will also depend on T>/T ,e,q,Z « , profile 
shape factors, etc., [cf. Singer, 1983]. (Here P L a r m o r = vthi/lBi'vJ:hi = 

(2T^/mj) 1 / z with T^ the ion temperature and m^ the ion mass, Qj = Z.eS/mf, 

* e* • v e / ( s 3 / Z
U t ) , v e = n e(*nA)Z 0

2e 4/[6ire 0
2)2ra e) 1 / 2], 

taA - 13 - * n ( n e 2 0 / T e > k e V ) , a^Q = ti e/lO 2 0,T e f k e V = T./1.6 * lO" 1 6,^ = 

vthe^ q R'' vthe = ^ 2 Te^ r ae^ ' f o r a s i n S l e species plasma of ion 
charge Z^, and Ze££ = I n£Z£ /n e for a multispecies ion plasma with ion 
densities n-. 
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uncertainties in the theory. 

2.2. Description of benchmark model 

To obtain a comprehensive model, we had to specify [Silverman et al., 

1983] the plasma resistivity n, the electron thermal diffusivity xe> the ion 

thermal diffusivity Xj^ the particle fluxes r, and a model for large sawtooth 

oscillations so evident in some of the experimental data. We chose one of the 

most easily described models thought to be compatible at least with many 

ohmically heated tokamak results, consistent with the abDve-mencioned 

theoretical constraints: 

neoclassical ,„ „ .. 
n = n , (2.2,1) 

r = -av an /3p • r 1 " 5 0 ^ 3 " " 1 , (2.2.2) 
u e e 

xi = Ve + "iXffl ' (2-2'3) 

x e = « e x S • < 2- 2' A> 

"Standard" benchmark values of Xg and the adjustable parameters a D,Oj, and a 

were chosen on the basis of preliminary studies: 

X S = (4.4 n. 2/s)p r aR m
2(„ 2 0)- 7 / 8 * % = 1 , (2.2.5) 

a; = a D = 0.2 . (2.2.6) 
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Here r"eoclasaical £ n c i u a e s the Ware pinch for hydrogen isotopes. For 

impurities, we used constant ZQcf except as described in the legends to Fig. 

'1. x? H CZ f f ) is the formula of Chang and Hinton [Chang and Hinton, 1982] 

scaled with Z « [Singer et al., 1985]. The reference model also includes a 

convective energy flux of 1.5 r T for each type of particle. irpm is the 

poloidal cross-sectional area of a magnetic flux surface (in m ), 2irR is the 

ratio of volume within a flux surface to its area, and n£Q = n e/10 2 0(r~ 3). 

The coefficient a was identified as the primary parameter of interest to be 

varied to fit the experimental data more accurately. The values of anomalous 

contributions to x; and V vary in proportion to a when using the above 

formulas. We now show the results of an attempt to refine the benchmark model 

by finding the optimal value of a to fit ohmically heated plasmas and to test 

the resulting model against data from auxiliary heated plasmas. 

2.3. Calibration of benchmark model 

The benchmark mpdel has been recalibrated against ten ohmic discharges by 

finding the leading coefficient, a , in the above formulas which best fits the 

data. We chose to use only data previously published in the literature in 

order that various transport modellers working with the benchmark model would 

have access to the same data base. This choice led to a situation where 

different types of data were included: global electron energy confinement 

times from D-III [Ejima et al., 1982], temperature and density profiles from 

ASDEX [Singer et al., 1985], and central electron temperatures from Alcator-C 

[Greenwald ttil., 1984] and TFTR [Murakami e± aK, 1985]. 

An appropriate statistical hypothesis is needed for weighting the data 

when optimizing Che transport model. Following a trend we observed in an 

analysis of global energy confinement scalings [Kaye and Goldston, 1985], we 
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adopted the following hypothesis. We assumed that the variance between data 

from different tokamaks is so large that it makes the variance in data from a 

single tokamak negligible. We therefore determine the best value of a tor 

HAcii tokamak and average these to get the best overall value of a&. (Our use 

of an unweighted mean may be compromised by clustering of data from a subset 

of nearly identical tokamaks, but we presently are using an insufficient 

amount of data to test for such a problem.) 

The method we use to determine the leading coefficients, o , in x e £° r 

each tokamak is as follows. For the discharge from each of Alcator-C where 

the central temperature was given, we found the value of a in each simulation 

which exactly matched the central electron temperature at the density flattop 

[at 0.38 s in Fig. 3 of Greenwald et_ a_l., 1984]. The sawtooth amplitude in T g 

was so small that neglecting it made no significant contribution to the 

overall variance in a . The same was true for the TFTR case used. The ASDEX 

discharge we modelled had a reported Thomson scattering electron temperature 

profile. We took five equally spaced radial intervals and minimized the root-

mean-square error between the simulated T e profile at these points and a 

smooth curve drawn through the experimental data. For the D-III data, we 

took seven representative points from scans of Tg (n,I,a) where T- is 

the global electron energy confinement time, n is the midplane line average 

electron density, I is the toroidal plasma current, and a is the midplane 

half-width of the plasma. a g was varied to malch exactly Tg e in each 

simulation, and the resulting seven values of a were averaged to get the 

overall a e for the D-III data. Averaging these results from the four tokamaks 

gave a e = 0.97 ± 0.43. 

We now ask how well this ohmically calibrated model works in simulating 

plasmas with auxiliary heating. This allows a test of the idea that global 
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energy confinement scalings can be simply related to thermal conduction using 

estimates such as Tg °= a K/x («here x i-s a typical value of the dominant 

thermal diffusivity). The results of -me such ta.<=t are shoun in Fig, 2(a). 

There we plot T £ versus applied beam heating power, ? b, Cor simula> ions using 

tha benchmark transport model with cefi = 3.6. The naive scaling T E <* a K/x 

would give an approximately horizontal, line on this plot. Instead, the node! 

reproduces most of the "confinement degradation" evident in a quasistationary 

analysis of the experimental data (squares in Fig. 2; results from this SNAP 

data analysis code fcf. Sihnie et ai., 1985]). 

Not only does the benchmark model reproduce most of this "confinement 

degradation," it also reproduces the shape of the electron density and 

temperature profiles very well. Within the very limited number of such 

profile shapes for which we have done detailed ccmparisons (for TFTR and ASDEX 

ohmic and "low-confinement" phases of beam-heated discharges), the profile 

shapes shov reasonable agreement. The benchmark transport model has al9C boen 

used with some success in reproducing an ICRH-heated discharge in PLT, as 

reported elsewhere [Kieras-Phiilips, 1985]. 

3. Improved Transport Models 

We now discuss progress towards deriving improved local plasma transport 

models. Both (semi)empirical and (semi)theoretical approaches are 

considered. The semiempirical approaches use the minimal theoretical 

.constraints described above and guide modification of the model by the need to 

get a better match to the empirical data base. The semitheoretical approaches 

use the maximum possible input from theory and make a minimal set of empirical 

adjustments necessary to reproduce the experimental data. 
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3.1. Removing the ohmic constraint 

The goal of the following modification of the semiempirical benchmark 

model is to produce an improved match to auxiliary heating data while 

retaining an equally good fit to ohmic heating data. We begin this 

generalization by noting two points. First, the scaling, x = a K/tj, worked 

fairly well in motivating a benchmark model of ohmic heating discharges (at 

least well below the maximum density and at constant q, perhaps because of 

self-similar net heating profiles for such discharges). Second, a 

temperature-independent formula like the original neo-Alcator x E scaling 

[Blackwell et a_l., 1982] is only one of an infinite sequence of scalings which 

reproduce the ohmic global energy confinement scaling [Pfeiffer and Waltz, 

1979]. In particular, whenever T E « n R I gives a correct description, any 

power law of the form 

where 
T „ 2/5T4/5,-,-6/5D2(l-r)/5 -2(l+JJ)/5 
T0H " Zeff l U ) R " 

should equally well reproduce the energy confinement scaling (for plasmas with 

Spitaer resistivity, where I = aK ' ). This follows from the fact that the 

factor in parentheses in Eq. (3.1.1) is a constant for ohmic heating. This is 

a well-known fact for scalings with exponents -N=l and b~0. The more general 

result can easily be confirmed using the quasi stationary power balance 

(3 .1 .1 ) 

(3 .1 .2 ) 

3 <n> T{2ir2R 3 2 ) / T E = I V ^ . (3 .1 .3) 
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Here V l o o « T~ 3^ 2Z e ±. £Rl/(I) 2 and Eq. (3.1.1) imply (T/T Q H) * constant, where 

TQJJ is given by Eq. (3.1.2) (for OH discharges with Spitzer resistivity). 

This expectation was roughly verified experimentally [Pfeiffer and Waltz, 

1979, for machines with an average safety factor af q c . = 4.6]. 

A formulation for the thermal diffusivity is suggested by the 

transformations a -• p,I *• K 1' 2o 2B/(Rq) [cf. Eq. (1)] and r E -» p2/x: 

S Dr-l nb r_ ,-0.4 0.8 -0.4n-0.8n0.4(l+r) X a. a oR B (T Z f f q p B R 

n o.4<i+H) ) e , ( 3 > 1 - 4 , 

For M •= -7/8, r = -1, and b = 0, this gives the formula used in the 

calibration exercise described below. From the way it was derived, we would 

expect this scaling to apply at least to a relatively narrow density and size 

regime where n = n » n^, I = T e = Tj [implicit in Eq. (3.1.1)], q » 1 (where 

the Pfeiffer-Waltz analysis was centered), and collisionality v ^ » 1 (for 

Spitzer resistivity to apply). But this scaling for x has a. number of 

features which make it more generally interesting if we pick a scaling 

exponent of t > 0. It has additional confinement degradation with extra 

heating, as required to give a better fit to the TFTH data shown in Fig. 2. 

It has favorable scaling with plasma current at fixed heating power [cf. Eq. 

(3.1.1)], as seen in auxiliary heating experiments. When combined with a 

sawtooth mixing model (and a careful treatment of radiation and convection 

losses near the density limit), this model should be a favorable candidate for 

a semiempirical transport scaling of wider applicability. We have therefore 

cast this scaling into a specific form and calibrated ic against experimental 

data. 
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For this experimental calibration, we replace x e [from Eqs. (2.2.4-5)] 

with 

Xe a
t V T

e
Zeff q p B n ' ' (3.1.5) 

Clearly, the exponent t can only be determined from experiments where the term 

in brackets in Eq. (3.1.5) is varied by removing the ohmic heating constraint 

on the power balance, and it will be determined most accurately from a 

controlled parameter scan. To date, we have determined t in this manner only 

for the TFTR beam power scan shown in Fig. 2. Using the resulting fixed 

vaLues of t = 0,1,2, we have repeated the benchmark calibration procedure 

described above to obtain a best value of afc = 0.9,1.2,1.2. Both the t = 1 

and t = 2 models fit tg roughly within experimental error. To also fit the 

temperature profiles, it is necessary to retain about the same radial profiles 

of x e as in the t = 0 model. We find that this is accomplished oy inserting a 

factor (|aenPt;h/3ilnp|/2)1'z in the square bracket in Eq. (3.1.5), where p t h is 

the thermal plasma pressure. 

3.2. Semi theoretical models 

Some semitheoretical models based on drift wave turbulence shdw very 

unfavorable scaling of confinement with increasing plasma temperature 

[Perkins, 1984; Tang, 1984]. Previous calibrations of the first of these 

models against global energy confinement data are called into serious question 

by the heating profile effects discussed above. There are also a number of 

fluid models relevant to energy confinement, but these generally have 

simplified models of kinetic effects. A clarification of the relationship 

between kinetic and fluid models and more careful local transport analysis of 
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the predictions of such models appears to be necessary before they will be 

widely used for predictive modelling. 

4. Global Energy Confinement 

4.1. Effects other than thermal conduction 

The transport simulation results shown above indicate the need for 

including effects of changing heating profiles on global energy confinement 

scaling. This is also suggested by recent results on ECRH heating on the T-7J 

tokamak [Alikaev and Hazumova, 1985]. We therefore start with a heuristic 

calculation designed Co illustrate the effects of various heating profiles. 

We then add even simpler models of other effects to construct a more complete 

model. This model will include estimates of the effects of thermal 

conduction, sawteeth for ohmic and a—heating, changes in heating profiles, 

peripheral line radiation and recycling in the plasma periphery, and changes 

in the boundary condition imposed at a plasma separatrix. After calibrating 

it tc experimental data, we then generalize this model to include potentially 

reactor-relevant effects such as bremsstrahlutig and neoclassical ion 

conductivity. 

tfe now use the benchmark thermal conduction coefficient to compute an 

approximate upper limit on energy confinement times. This is done by 

including anomalous thermal conduction in the stationary total power balance 

d T d T - 1 J 1 d r e . M 1 d t dTi 
" p dp" l°Ke do" + p K i Do-J = " P u7 t p C d^ 

= Pheat ( p ) " Prlr • (4.1.1) 
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where icfi = n ex s
 < | ' P | *» and u e nave specialized to concentric ellipses with 

constant elongation K, where <|vo|2> = (1 + K2)/(2K) » 1 [P£ei££er et al., 

1980]. Taking x 3 = 4.4 P * - 2 ^ ' 8 " W 2 ^ ' n E n
e
 a "i» T a ( T e + T i ) / 2 s 

T e = Tj, and a^ = 0.2 as above, gives KedTe/dp + K idT i/dp * KdT/do where < = 5 

x 10 pR - 2. (For a simple model of sawtooth effects, we set < = °> for x = 

p/p < 1/q .) Here we will include the local heating power, Pnea[;t a t l^ a 

simple model of Losses due to recycling and line radiation, P i « in the outer 

part of the plasma. 

The global energy confinement time can be found from Eq. (4.1.1) as 

follows. First, integrate Eq. (4.1.1) to find picdT/dp (using the symmetry 

condition that psiT/dp = 0 at p = 0). Then divide both sides of the resulting 

expression by OK and integrate to find T, assuming T = 0 at x E p/p a = 1. 

Then find Tg by dividing the stored thermal energy W . = f 3nT(4ir Rp)dp by the 

total heating power, P C o t« The result is 

TE - ̂ a V ^ " • ( 4- J- 2 ) 

f e £ f(x) = y- /* (n/no) x' dx' f^( K a/ K)[F(x")/x"] dx", (4.1.3) 

F(x") = [ 4 . 2 R P 2 g ( P ^ - P t l t),.» dx'»]/P t o t , (4.1.4) 

where n is the central density, p and K are the edge values of p and K, and 
Ptot i s t I t e t o t a l n e a t>- nB power. The normalisation constant 12/5 in the 

definition of the heating efficiency f-ff is chosen to make £ fcil) = 1 for 

"magic" heating on axis with no losses (i.e., F ~ 1), parabolic density 

profiles (n/n0 * 1 - x with line average density n = 2n /3), and K/K = x. 

We have found fgff analytically for flat and parabolic density profiles for a 
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variety of integrated net heating profiles: (1) localized heating at x - x 

as in ECRH heating, which gives F = 0 for x < x r e s and F = 1 for x > * r c s , (2) 

parabolic-to-a-power heating profiles useful for a rough description of ohraic 

and experimental ICRH heating, where P^eat^ = 2^P + 1^' ptot^ 1 " *2)P> 6 i v e s 

F = 1 - (1 - x 2)P + 1, and (3) a pencil-beam model strictly valid for 

perpendicular neutral injection, which gives F = sinh($ x)/sinh5Q for flat 

density profiles and F = sinh[50(x-x3)]/sinh(2j; /3) for parabolic density 

profiles. Here E 0 = an Q <ov>/vb s 71 a Cn o/10 2 0)(A b/E b k e V > 3 / 4 is a good 

approximation (±4Z for 10 keV < E b k e V / A b £ 100 keV it I = 1 keV, [cf. 

Freeman and Jones, 1974] to the beam opacity based on the central density, 

n . For flat density profiles, the results are straightforward, and the 

reader can readily derive them to get a feel for the effects of heating 

profiles on confinement. For the parabolic density profiles, the results are 

more complicated, and the pencil-beam model can only be integrated numerically 

(or found by a straightforward power series expansion). For parabolic density 

profiles, we therefore list some simpler analytic approximations: (1) 

f e £ £ U ) = 1- 1.2 x ^ + 0.2 S m a x = f g c where x j n a x = m a x C x ^ q * - 1 ) , an exact 

result when all of the heating is concentrated at x ~ x ; (2) ^eff(l) = 

0.3(1 + p) '""(1 - q ) for parabolic-to-a-power heating profiles with p < 10 

and p/q* < l; (3) f e f £(l> = 0.6(1 - q*~3)e"°-1^o = ffe for 5 0 - 1-

He have also added an approximately uniform cooling term F - (x - 1)/(1 -

2 ) for x > 2 , which gradually takes over all the energy transport in 

the outer half of the plasma volume. This mimics the correction to the 

conduction dominated equation seen in one-dimensional analyses when peripheral 

radiation or recycling is dominant. We have done this for ilat density 

profiles. This reduces x E by about 32Z (i.e., divides T g by 1.5) for typical 

heating profiles (from a minimum of 16Z reduction far "magic heating" at x 
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= 0) and 48Z reduction for flat <p = 0) profiles, both in the limit q" -» <•>. 

With these results, we can relate the scaling of K to that of T- for 

various heating profiles, values of q and nonconductive losses. We merely 

note that Eq. (4.1.1) is linear for fixed heating profiles, so we can write 

the total stored energy W t . = £ W as a sum over components calculated for 

each type of heating profile. Thus, T E can be written as a power-weighted 

mean for each type of heating profile as T E = w
t o t / p

t o c = 5 : Tp pp/ ptot' w ^ e r e T
D 

= W /P is the confinement time computed for heating profile type p. It is 

convenient to incorporate nonconduction losses into a simple reduction of 

t„. For a dimensionally constrained < independent of density, the resulting 

confinement scaling is 

TE = V W O H + V b * PECfEC + P IC f IC + V a K o t ' " - 1 - 5 ' 

TM = ° « 2 Q ( a K 1 / 2 ) H 9 A ( X O H / T ) / [ l + a . 5 { n 2 0 / . M J 2 J , (4.1.6) 

2/5 
V k e V = f (0 .O33 /0 .95 )0 .5a l J A 2 a f f ( a m K

1 / 2 ) - 3 a ; M l . (4.1.7) 

Here the factor (0.055/0.95) comes from combining the expression for the ohmic 

heating power of a uniform plasma column with Spitzer resistivity, P. OH 
(2irR){ml/2 Z e f fe 2\/[6 e2( 2 lTk BT) 3 / 2])I 2/(T a

2K) => P Q H ? M W = 0.055 T " 3 ^ 
ZeffIMARmaiii2K~1» w i t h t Q t a l thermal energy W t h = 3<n>kbT(2n2Ra2K) => W t h M J = 

0.95 <n2o> Tk cv Rni am K» a s o u C l i n e < i above and \ = 37.8 - liidi1'2/!). The factor 

0.5 multiplying the coefficient a is a typical heating efficiency which is 

inserted as a renormalization of a to keep TQJ, = T for ohmic heating. This 

rcnormalization of o has no effect on the actual formula for Tg determined by 

the calibration procedures described below. Here <n> is the volume average 
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density, with "^n-* = 3 n 2 0/4 for the parabolic density profiles assumed 

below, and n-A • 5 /(10 m ). We have more or less arbitrarily insisted on 
1/2 linear scaling with average minor radius, aX ' . No systematic scaling with K 

has been done, but preliminary analysis of results from D-III suggest adding 
110 an additional factor of K ' would produce a. better fit to existing 

confinement data. T E can presumably also be multiplied (0.3R/a) [cf. Kaye 

and Goldston, 1985j without significantly affecting Che fit Co experimental 

data. 

The correction for peripheral recycling and line radiation implicitly 
2 assumes all relevant processes scale as n and divide Tp by a factor 1.5 at 

the density limit. Various formulas have been suggested for the density 

limit. (Note: preliminary empirical studies suggest a slightly larger value 

of this degradation factor than the factor of 1.5 chosen from the a priori 

calculation given aLove.) A simple example is 

nMu - v M v * ) • ( 4 a - 8 } 

Here we take Vw = 1.5 for fuelling by gas puffing [Furth et_ al,., 1985] and 
vMu = ^ ^ o r p e ; ^ e t f u elli n8 [cf. Sengoku et al., 1982]. 

To determine the ohmic heating efficiency, inar t n e heating profile for 

obuic heating is taken to be p = (3/2) a T • 0.7q where a T is the empirical 

temperature shape profile [Ejima et aK, 1982]. This gives a heating 

efficiency factor 

£ = 0.3(1 + 0.7 q*) 1 / 2(l - q*"3) . (4.1.9) 
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For neutral injection, Okie must increase the opacity calculated for 

monoenergetic perpendicular injection co account for the higher opacity of 

lover energy components in the beam and the longer path length for tangential 

injection. For a not so untypical beam injection system with equal atomic 

currents at full, 1/2, and 1/3 of the energy E b (corresponding to 

6/11:3/11:2/11 ratio of heating power at each energy), one can define an 

effective opacity of 1.42 = (6 + 2 3 ' 4 * 3 + 3 3'^ x 2)/ll times larger than 

that for a pure full energy beam at energy Ej. One can take account of the 

fact that the path length through the plasma can be increased by a factor of 1 

£ sec 9 — „ ? (R/a) ' for nonperpendicular injection on the tokamak 

midplane, where cosS i nj e f £ = ([1 + 2(R/a) + (R/a) 2 c°s 2Si n:] - (R/a) 

cose- ;> (a cos6.- . unless 8- • = 90°, where 8-„; is the angle between the m j m j m j 7 inj ^ 
perpendicular injection line and the beaoiline at the magnetic axis). The 

result with these simplifications is (for parabolic density profiles with 

central density n = 3n/2) 

f b=0.6(l.a*- 3)exp[-a mn 2 0(37VE b, k e V) 3 Ms ece i n j t e f f], (4.1.10) 

(far unequal atomic currents in the various atomic currents, the factor 37 in 

this equation is adjusted by the obvious generalization of the opacity 

enhancement factor given above). 

4.2. Other considerations 

U-mode: The so-called high confinement mode (H-mode) was neglected in 

the above scaling in part because the scaling was derived assuming T = n = 0 

at the boundary. For H-mode plasmas, this gives significant error. Assuming 

for the sake of simplicity that the plasma pressure is raised by a uniform 
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additive constant when the boundary pressure is increased to a value P e (j a ef 

the confinement time increases from its original value, T L to 

i„ = (T.P^ t 1.5 p . V )/P„ = T. + T . , (4.2.1) 
H "• L tot redge p' tot L edge 

where V is the plasma volume. The complete theory of the H-mode is so 
ic 

-•omplicated that P e <j e e should be calibrated to each experiment. This 

oversimplified model suggests a singificant limit to what can be obtained with 

an H-mode fcf. Singer, 1983) without a larger region of high shear in the 

plasma. We do not analyze the H-mode for compact ignition experiments in this 

paper because much more detailed work is necessary for the construction of a 

useful model. We caution, however, that the most detailed attempt to date to 

extrapolate transport simulations cf experimental U-mode simulations gave a 

much smaller ratio of T E H-mode'TE L-mode * n a n "-Siition experiment simulation 

than in the PDX experiment used to calibrate the model [Singer, 1983]. 

Past ions: The total stored energy used in computing experimental energy 

confinement times often includes the energy stored in nonthermaliaed fast 

ions, W f f l S t = T gP b, where 

*What is probably an over-ambitious attempt to define the scaling of P-J__ can 
be made as follows: We ascribe the edge-localised model which appears to 
limit experimentally H-mode confinement to pressure-driven modes with a 
maximum pressure gradient (dp/dr) B Rq* over a region which is typically a 
small fixed fraction of the average minor radius 1 for most divertor 
geometries. This defines a scaling formula for p e < j e e

 a n a < r
e H e e which can be 

normalized against existing experiments, giving 

Tedge " ( 0 - l 3 ) B T « « * " 2 ( v
p f m - 3 / p t o t f i « ) » l W : 5e * nmax' 

Here n is the maximum density at which the input power can sustain the 
steep edge pressure gradient against radiation and recycling losses. 
nmin^tot"") * s t h e minimum density which can sustain the appropriate scrape-
off plasma (and the H-mode is unobtainable if n • < n _ ) . . 
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x = (0.013 s) T 3 ' 2 „A.Z" 2 <n, n > - 1 £ (v /v . J , (4 .2 .2) 
s e,keV b b 20 s 1 b c r i t ' 

and f (y) = 0.5 + y~ 2 {6~ 1 Jn[ ( l + y 2 ) / ( y 2 - y + 1)] - 3 1 / 2 [ i t / 6 + arctan s 
(3" 1 / 2(2y - 1))]} [Jassby, 1977; Mikkelsen and Singer, i983]. Here (v /v c r i t> 

= A^'3 [E./(15 T Au)] i Ah» zb' a n d Eb a r e c* i e a t o n ,*- c ""ass, charge, and the 

initial energy of the fast ions, respectively; A- is the average mass of the 

background hydrogen ions; and we replaced local plasma quantities by their 

averages. This formula applies to beam and a-heating. (Here we avoid 

computing T E for the total stored energy for discharges with significant 

stored energy in ICRH-generated superthermal minority ions or slideaway or 

runaway electrons, because a much more complicated calculation of x would be 

needed.) The stored energy in fast ions should be accounted for when 

reproducing experimental confinement times and when reporting the total B in 

ignition simulations. 

Impurity Control: The present model accounts for impurity radiation from 

about the outer half of the plasma volume in a semiquantitative manner, but it 

contains r.o specifications for line radiation from the plasma core in the 

presence of high-Z impurities. For a given high-Z impurity concentration, the 

coronal'equilibrium radiation losses can be added to the bremsstrahlung losses 

as a reasonable approximation. We do not have a systematic method for 

extrapolating existing experimental data to predict impurity concentrations 

either for the high-recycling divertor or limiter configurations under 

consideration for a compact ignition experiment. In the global energy balance 

and local transport calculations for compact ignition experiments described 

below, we therefore merely prescribe Z_„ and compute the dilution of 

deuterium/tritium fuel for a charge typical of the impurities expected in the 
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device. 

4.3. Calibration of tp scaling 

This confinement model has undergone a preliminary calibration against 

various experimental results described elsewhere [Singer et a_l., 1985]. The 

result shows 

a = 0.3, t = 1 , (4.3.1) 

a slightly weaker temperature scaling than deduced frons the transport 

simulations described above. One reason for this is that the above transport 

model depends on the electron temperature, T , and T rises less in beam-

heated experiments than the average temperature, T = (Tg + T^)/2. It is 

therefore indeed expected that the larger scaling exponent, t, would be 

required in the local transport analysis than in the one-temperature global 

confinement scaling. Future work will be aimed at resolving these differences 

and calibrating both types of models against a wider data base. 

5. Applications to Ignition Design 

Here we examine the consequences of a variety of proposed energy 

confinement scalings for compact ignition experiments. To da this, several 

modifications of the above formalism are necessary. First, bremsstrahlung 

radiation is negligible in existing experiments, but must be included in 

analysis of some ignition designs. neoclassical ion conduction [Chang and 

Hinton, 1982] accounts for only about 10Z of the conduction losses in most 

experiments, but can also be significant for high density ignition designs. 

We have also computed the ion and electron temperatures separately, since part 
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of our analysis covers a region of very high temperature and moderate density, 

where the ion and electron temperatures may be significantly different. The 

power balance equations ue solve are [Mikkelsen and Sing°r, 1983', Singer, 

Hikkelsen, and Lovberg, 1983] 

dS /dt = P * P.„ + P._ - P . - C (P + E /t ] , (5.1) 
e ae OH lire ei a rad e Ee 

dE./dt = P . + P n B. + P . - E./T,.. , (5.2) 
l oil RFi ei l Ei 

where E and E- are the total thermal energy in electrons and ions, P R F and 

Pop; are the auxiliary electron and ion heating, Pg£ is the classical Coulomb" 

interchange heating of ions by electrons, and p
r a j includes effects of 

bremsstrahlung (and the line radiation from those impurities not accounted for 

in the global confinement scalings). For energy confinement scalings, tg, 

from the literature, we set Tg = Tg/2 and t„- - ^t^, where r^g is evaluated 

as described elsewhere [Uckan and Sheffield, 1985]. The factor C is an 

"ambiguity factor" used to estimate the sensitivity of the model to various 

assumptions about confinement losses and changes in conductivity and radiation 

profiles. 

5.1. Comparison of different confinement scallngs 

Mere we illustrate the maximum plasma performance for a variety of 

machine parameters and energy confinement scalings. The maximum performance 

can be obtained at the maximum 8 = 2u P/B_, which we evaluate using the total 

pressure P = n
e T e + (n D + n̂ . + nj-jT̂  + nDnT<ov> F where nQ' = n̂ , and nj are the 

densities of deuterium and impurities (here neon), <av> is the fusion rate 

coefficient, and F(n eF^ e» z
eff) i* determined by the classical slowing down 
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process. This performance is obtained by solving Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) 

simultaneously with the constraint that S = 0.031 InA/(araBT). 

We evaluate the plasma performance in terms of the so-called ignition 

parameter 

c. = [r + P .)/[? , + (E /T_ ) * (E./T_.)] . (5.1.1) 
ig v ae ai ' rad e Ee l Ei 

One method of selecting machine parameters is to specify a value of C-

greater than unity (e.g., C- = 1.5 - 2) for a given energy confinement 

scaling law. The basic idea behind thi? method is that the plasma performance 

could be sustained in the ignited state even if the losses were to increase by 

a factor C:„ times the nominal value given by the scaling law. Since the 

thermal equilibrium is aifected by this assumption, the thermal equilibrium 

for C- > 1 must be computed by increasing the losses when computing the power 

balances. We do this (under the assumption that losses are dominantly in the 

electron channel) by increasing C in Eq. (5.1) by exactly the amount which 

increases C- to C- = 2. (If the additional losses were instead in the ion ig lg 

channel, the performance would be worse than that shown here.) He also assume 

that the efficiencies f 0 H, f I C, and ffl for ohmic, ion cyclotron, and alpha 

heating are the same. 

Within the beta limitation of 8 = 0.03 IMA^ am BT^' t h e ignition parameter 

obtained as just described takes its maximum at a particular ion temperature 

and density. But C- = 2 cannot be obtained for any temperature below a 

minimum plasma size fov a given scaling law and B*. under the other constraints 

listed in Sec. 1. In Fig. 3, we plot this minimum size as a function of Bj 

for various scaling laws under the restrictions K = 1.6, q = 2.6, and the 

approximate engineering constraint of a/a = 3. Contours of one possible 
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measure of performance for such devices, aB K ' /q [cf. Uckan and Sheffield, 

1985] are also plotted as dashed lines in Fig. 3. These contours do not 

correspond with the solid curves in Fig. 3 for any of these scaling Laws. 

Despite the difference in the scaling laws examined, a figure of merit 

proportional to a& (at fixed K and q") is appropriate for obtaining C. = 2 

in the present approach. 

5.2. Performance operation contours (POPCON) 

Next, we evaluate the heating power required to reach ignition. As an 

example we choose a device with C- = 2 with neo-Alcator scaling in our model 

and B_ = 9 T. From Fig. 3, this requires a midpLane half-width of a = 0.57 

m. We choose C in Eq. (5.1) to give a maximum value of C> = 2 with ignition 

at the 6-limit. We then compute the ion heating power required to keep this 

device "at thermal equilibrium at various densities and temperatures. The 

results are shown as a function of density and ion temperature in Fig. 4. 

Note that this so-called POPCON plot differs in the hot-ion region (n^n < 

1 and Tj > 10 keV) from a conventional POPCON plot which uses average or 

electron temperature as the abscissa. 

5.3. Transport unalysia of point designs 

Use of the benchmark local transport model and other models to analyze 

the ignition experiment design points is the topic of another paper at the 

IEEE Eleventh Symposium on Fusion Engineering [Houlberg, 1985]. Here we 

restrict ourselves to one example. Figure 5 shows the temporal evolution of 

plasma parameters with 38 MW of centrally peaked auxiliary heating power kept 

on until the <&> reaches the above-mentioned Troyon limit where <6^> = <6 e> = 

22 and <fl_> = 1Z» using the machine parameters shown in Table 1. A similar 
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result has been obtained with a slightly longer pulse with 24 MW of auxiliary 

heating. Figure 5 shows the total energy E t processed through the plasma 

during this pulse and gives an indication of the heat loading on the limiter 

and vacuum vessel liner. 

5.4. Extrapolability 

We now return to an important constraint on predictive transport models, 

that they be extrapolatable to the parameter regime of interest. In the past, 

this has often involved a Large extrapolation of potentially relevant 

dimensionless parameters. Such extrapolations can only be sensibly made if 

there is some theoretical reason to believe that the functional form of the 

transport or confinement laws w.zd will remain unchanged over the range of the 

extrapolation. 

With the imminent availability of high power heating from JET, TFTR, JT-

60, and other large tokamaks, the past situation may fundamentally change with 

respect to predicting performance of a compact ignition experiment. This is 

because it may be possible to carry simultaneously all of the relevant 

dimensionless parameters relevant to thermal plasma transport coefficients 

into the regime relevant to the ignition experiment. The dimensional 

constraint discussed above can then be used to take one-dimensional transport 

models calibrated empirically on this data and apply them directly to analysis 

of performance and plasma stability for an ignition design. To the extent 

that global energy confinement scalings of the type developed here reproduce 

the results of such dimensionally constrained one-dimensional simulations, 

they may then also be useful in predicting plasma performance in compact 

ignition devices. 
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TABLE 1. Machine Parameters 

Major Radius, R(ffl) 

Midplane Half-width, a(ra) 

Elongation, K 

Triangularity 

Volume Average Density <n >ClO °m~ ) 

Toroidal Field, B(T> 

Toroidal Current, I(MA) 

Effect ive Charge, Zef£ 

i-
h 

[ 
I 

1.62 

0.53 

1-60 

0.40 

4,0 

8.95 

7.B3 

1.50 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. I. Poloidal cross section of magnetic flux surfaces in a compact 

ignition experiment computed for the simulation in Fig. 5 (ignoring 

fast alpha contribution to 8). TF and PF indicate possible locations 

of the toroidal and poloidal field coils. 

Fig. 2. ig from modifications of the benchmark transport model versus 

estimates (squares) from SNAP analysis code for R = 2.58 m, a = 0.82 

m. The lower three curves (from BALDUR code [Silverman e_t al̂ ., 1983] 

version BALDP19C-P23M-P09A) used constant Z e f £ = 2.6, 2.7, 3.6 at n 2 Q 

= 0.44, 0.44, 0.46 for Shots 14726, 14732, 14727, respectively, and 

no line radiation, which gave identical results for T- (±5%) as the 

method of tr&r'jporting impurities, and includes line radiation 

[MikV.elaen, 1985] when applied with the same a g used for the 

uppermost curve (using code version BALDP47D). The lower curve in 

Fig. 2(a) shows the result of the new Tp scaling described in Sec. 4. 

Fig. 3. Performance evaluation for varior.s scaling laws [Peng, 1985] as 

described in the text. The model labelled S • is the two-fold 

extension of the new global confinement model described in the text 

without experimental calibration of scaling of T E with elongation. 

Fig. 4. PQPCON plot for nso-Alcator scaling model adjusted to give C- = 2 as 

described in the text. 
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Fig. 5. Volume average total 6 (as in Sec. 5.1), density-weighted volume 

average ion temperature <T:->
n> a n d total energy to vacuum vessel and 

limiter E = J" (PQU + P Rp + p
a ) d v with machine parameters in Table 

1 using benchmark transport model described in the text except 

without the Ware pinch and plasma shape shown in Fig. 3, using BALDUR 

code version BALDP01B-P23M-P09A. 
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